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How To Create
a MetaMask Wallet

T I P  S H E E T



Step 1:  Download the MetaMask Wallet

MetaMask is  a free open-source wallet  and bridge to access 
s ites bui lt  on the Ethereum blockchain,  r ight from your 

favorite browser.

Go to https://metamask. io/ and cl ick on “Download”.  Choose your preferred 
browser or mobile application   and instal l  the MetaMask extension.

MetaMask supports iOS,  Android native apps along with Chrome, Firefox,  
Brave and Edge browser extensions.

Install Metamask for your browser

Supported Browsers

Chrome AndroidiOS

Make Etherium Network

Account 1
oxde_5924

1 ETH
2,945.97 USD

History

Buy Send

Install Metamask for chrome
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Step 2:  MetaMask Wallet Installation

Click on “Instal l  MetaMask for Chrome”.
 
From the Chrome Web store,  cl ick on “Add to Chrome” and then “Add 
Extension”.
 
Once MetaMask downloads,  you' l l  see MetaMask's  welcome page and then 
cl ick “Get Started”.
 
You can either import an exist ing wallet  using the seed phrase or create a 
new one.

You can either import an exist ing wallet  using the seed 
phrase or create a new one.

Welcome to MetaMask

New to MetaMask?

Connecting you to Ethereum and the Decentralized Web.
We’re happy to see you.

Get Started

No, I already have a seed phrase
Import your existing wallet using a 12 word phrase

Import Wallet

Yes, let’s get set up!
This will create a new wallet and seed phrase

Create a Wallet
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Step 3:  Create a New MetaMask Wallet

Click on “Create a Wallet” and in the next window, you' l l  be asked to opt-in 
to MetaMask's  anonymous usage data program to help them improve 
MetaMask's  usabi l ity.

Help Us Improve MetaMask
MetaMask would like to gather usages data to better understand our users interact with the
extension. This data will be used to continually improve the usability and user experience of our
product and the Ethereum ecosystem.

MetaMask will...

Always allow you to opt-out via Settings

Send anonymized click & pageview events

Maintain a public aggregate dashboard to educate the community

Never  collect keys, address, transactions, balances, hashes or any personal information

Never  collect your full IP address

Never  sell data for profit, Ever!

No Thanks I agree
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Step 4:  Create a Strong Password for your Wallet

Create a strong password for your wallet.  You wi l l  need this  password to 
unlock your wallet  so please keep it  safe.

Create Password

< Back

New Password ( min 8 chars )

Confirm Password

I have read and agree to the Terms of Use

Create
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Step 5:  Securely Store the Seed Phrase for your Wallet

Next,  you' l l  be asked to write down your seed phrase.  It 's  very important 
to keep this  phrase stored in a secure place.  With this  seed phrase,  you 
can restore your wallet  i f you can't  remember your password or i f you got 
locked out.  Try to save it  in mult iple places.  MetaMask recommends 
writ ing it  down on a piece of paper and backing it  up to a password 
manager l ike 1Password.

Tips: 

Store this phrase in a password
manager like 1Password.

Write this phrase on a piece of paper
and store in a secure location. If you
want even more security, write it 
down on multiple pieces of paper
and store each in 2 - 3 different 
locations.

Memorize this phrase.

Download this Secret Backup
Phrase and keep it stored safely on
an external encrypted hard drive or
storage medium.

Your secret backup phrase makes it easy to back up
and restore your account.

WARNING:  Never disclose your backup phrase. Anyone 
with this phrase can take your Ether forever.

Secret Backup Phrase

CLICK HERE TO REVEAL SECRET WORDS

Remind me later Next
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network uncle frown appear

antenna blush section orphan

ability mushroom antique proecess

Step 6:  Seed Phrase Confirmation

Confirm your secret backup phrase by cl icking on each word in the order in 
which the words were presented on the previous screen.  Cl ick on “Confirm” 
to proceed.
 
This is  MetaMask's  way of making sure you've written down your seed phrase 
since you are responsible for managing your wallet  and any funds stored in 
it .  MetaMask team cannot reset passwords or restore your wallet  because 
they do not save any wallet  data.

Confirm your Secret Backup Phrase

< Back

Please select each phrase in order to make sure it is correct.

Confirm
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You can now access your wallet by cl icking on the MetaMask icon at
the top-right-end corner of your preferred browser.

You've successful ly instal led and backed up your new MetaMask 
wallet.  You are now ready to explore and connect to new types of 

DAPs,  buy and send value across the web and much more.

Congratulations

All Done

You passed the test - keep your seedphrase safe, it’s your responsibility!

Tips on storing it safely

· Save a backup in multiple places.
· Never share the phrase with anyone.
· Be careful of phishing! MetaMask will never spontaneously ask for your seed phrase.
· If you need to back up your seed phrase again, you can fing it in Settings -> Security.
· If you ever have questions or see something fishy, email support@metamsk.io

*MetaMask cannot recover your seedphrase. Learn more.
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